Meiosis in bulbous plants is poorly worked out as compared to mitosis. Many bulbous species bear few or solitary flowers which remain embedded deep inside the bulb at microsporogenesis.
This renders their study highly uncertain and wasteful. However, when such studies have been undertaken they have provided useful in formation regarding the genetic architecture and interrelationships of complex taxa. Some of the important contributions include those of Nagao (1933) , Fernandes and Fernandes (1946) , Fernandes (1950) and Fernandes and Franca (1971) on Narcissus, Simonet (1934 Simonet ( , 1962 on Iris and Khoshoo and Guha (1976) on Canna. The soli tary report on meiosis in Sternbergia fischeriana (Koul and Khan 1971) has revealed the existence of a translocation heterozygote population in Kashmir.
During the course of cytological survey of the species from several other locations in the valley, the authors came across a naturally occurring desynaptic clone. Details of karyotype and meiosis form the text of present communication. Meiosis: Early stages of meiosis were not suitable for critical studies because long size and poor stainability render it difficult to follow chromosomes from end to end. However, the few diplotene cells that were somewhat satisfactory had chromo somes loosely associated into bivalents with no more than 1 or 2 terminal chiasmata per association.
Subsequently the chromosomes fall apart and remain as univalents during the rest of cell cycle (Figs. 3-6 average of 0.16 IV, 2.52 II and 16.32 I per cell (Table 1) . One to 2 heteromorphic bivalents were observed in some cells (Fig. 4) . These are the third and sixth unequal pairs as observed in the karyotype. Just a few chromosomes gather at the equa torial plate the rest keeping scattered throughout the cell. Accordingly, chromo some distribution at anaphase I is highly erratic (Table 2 ). Just one cell out of the 23 scored at this stage shows a normal 11:11 segregation; variations in distribution range upto 7:15. About 50% cells have 1 to 5 laggards which occasionally resolve into chromatids during the first division cycle itself (Figs. 7 and 8 ). Bridge-fragment configurations are also observed in some cells at anaphase I (Fig. 10) . At the end of meiosis microspore tetrads and polysporads are formed. The ensuing pollen is variable in size with low viability. Makushenko 1969). The present count of 2n=22 agrees with that of Koul and Khan (l. c.) . Since both reports are made on materials growing in Kashmir it would in dicate that Kashmir populations are uniform as regards their chromosome number. Comparison of the two karyotypes, however, reveals the existence of intraspecific variability in the clones from Kashmir. The karyotype of present clone has 2 hetero morphic pairs, third and sixth while on the other hand the clone worked out by Koul and Khan (l. c.) has 3 heteromorphic pairs, first, third and ninth.
From their studies on male meiosis Koul and Khan (1971) concluded that hetero morphicity in the karyotype of S. fischeriana is produced by unequal translocations and probably inversions. The presence of heteromorphic bivalents and bridge fragment configurations in the present material lends support to this conclusion.
With 16.32 chromosomes in a complement of 22, remaining unpaired during most part of the division cycle the present clone of Sa fisheriana qualifies as a medium strong type of desynaptic (Prakken 1943) . Li et al. (1945) attributed the dissocia tion of chromosomes at or after pachytene to a recessive gene. Over the years desy napsis has been established as a gene mediated phenomenon in a large number of Gottschalk and Baquar 1971) . Though the precise mode of action of these genes is not fully understood as yet, nevertheless, some attempts have been made to explain their effect through either imbalance in DNA: histone ratio (Ansley 1954) or inactivation of genetically controlled protein synthesis (Parchman and Stern 1969, Jauhar and Singh 1969) . Apart from genetic factors, extrinsic condi tions such as temperature and fertilizer quality has also been found to effect chromo some synapsis (Dhesi et al. 1975 , Rao 1975 .
Desynapsis leads to highly reduced recombinatoin frequency because of the inability of chromosomes to synapse during meiosis. However, as is indicated by anaphase I distribution in S. fischeriana it also produces gametes with variable chromosome numbers thus raising the possibility of altered chromosome races. In the present clone of S. fischeriana the phenomenon is of little significance because desynapsis combined with translocation and probably inversion heterozygosity renders the gametes completely sterile. It may however, not be altogether con jectural to argue that under more favourable conditions desynapsis could lead to the types of chromosome variability as reported in the species.
Summary
A desynaptic clone of Sternbergia fischeriana has been recorded from Kashmir. It has a diploid chromosome count of 22, 4 long and 18 medium. Of the 11 pairs 2 are heteromorphic. Male meiosis reveals desynapsis of medium strong type, Preponderance of univalents causes irregularities in chromosome segregation re sulting in genetically unbalanced gametes, only a small fraction of which are viable. Desynapsis coupled with structural heterozygosity leads to highly aberrant meiosis and results in total sterility of the clone.
